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This essay explores recent criticisms that the American strategic community has lost the art and process of making strategy. It also examines the charge that "operational art has devoured strategy" by arguing that American military culture did not suddenly want to overwhelm the strategy process, since it is quite comfortable with an astrategic and apolitical orientation. Narrowing its professional domain to pure warfighting deliberately isolated the military from politics and from the deeper grasp of strategy that should shape its purpose and missions. This shift to a narrow professional sphere was unconsciously abetted by a civilian policy community which has abdicated its contribution to spanning the Strategy Bridge.

America’s last decade of conflict has stimulated a number of scathing critiques about American strategic competence. Too often in Washington, strategy is lost or completely absent. Some have argued that there is frequently a black hole where U.S. strategy should reside.¹ This gap creates the appearance of low levels of connectivity between desired political objectives and the scale and intensity of military action. Recent major conflicts have highlighted further criticisms about an American Way of War that consistently struggles to link ends, ways and means.² As the creation of such a coherent linkage is strategy’s principal purpose, the indictment warrants review.

Numerous formal studies and authors cite a growing U.S. strategic thinking deficiency.¹ Some experienced critics believe that the United States has forgotten the art of developing coherent strategies and strategic logic, especially the relationship between ends and means, and the linkage between policy goals and resources.⁴ Not long after the first bombs were launched in late 2001, the American Way of War was under fire for its tactical and apolitical orientation, and its failure to given proper appreciation to the political and socio-cultural context in which military force was being applied. It is hard to disagree with analysts who decry American’s lack of strategic planning establishment which “is increasingly hard-pressed to choose realistic goals or craft strategies likely to achieve our objectives at affordable costs in the face of various constraints…”⁵

One major blue ribbon panel, the U.S. National Security Commission/21st Century, found that America faced a crisis of competency in government. Its final report concluded that “strategic planning is largely absent within the U.S. government.”⁶ Of gravest concern, they could find no overarching strategic framework guiding U.S. national security policy or the allocation of resources. The commission identified the need for a culture of coordinated strategic planning to permeate all U.S. national security institutions.

One major study project also noted the lack of any planning culture outside of Defense, and more recently noted that “senior U.S. officials find it almost impossible to break the tyranny of the inbox and find time for strategic planning.”⁷ While each national security agency brings its experience and focus to bear on security challenges, “the mechanisms to integrate the various
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¹ I think the term was first used by Edward Luttwak. See also F. G. Hoffman, “America’s Strategic Thinking Deficiency Crisis, Diagnosis and Cure,” Washington, DC, Institute for National Strategic Studies, conference paper, 2008; and Mackubin T. Owens, “Civil-Military Relations and the U.S. Strategy Deficit,” FPRI E Note, February 2010.


dimensions of U.S. national security policy and to translate that policy into integrated programs and actions are extremely weak, if they exist at all.”

After a stint in government observing the problem close up, Professor Aaron Friedberg observed that:

The U.S. government has lost the capacity to conduct serious, sustained national strategic planning. Although offices and bureaus scattered throughout the executive branch perform parts of this task for their respective agencies, no one place brings all the pieces together and integrates them into anything resembling a coherent, comprehensive whole.

This lost capacity can be traced to America’s lofty position of global primacy and its incomparable resources. It is quite clear that resources are no longer infinite and that power is relative. What was just very recently considered a Pax Americana buttressed by American hyperpower is reportedly descending into decline. An astute pair of American strategists recently observed that “The ability of the U.S. national security establishment to craft, implement, and adapt effective long-term strategies against intelligent adversaries at acceptable costs has been declining from some decades.” Restoring a passable degree of competence is drawing serious attention in Washington, an admission of belated recognition and necessity.

**Strategic Examples**

The impression that U.S. strategic competence is waning is predicated upon a series of perceived missteps or omissions. The litany of contemporary American strategic shortfalls is not necessarily short.

**Panama-1989.** In Operation Just Cause, the United States military planners created an exquisitely complicated coup de main that collapsed the limited security elements of the Noriega regime. However, little thought was given to the establishment of order and the stand up of the Eduardo administration.
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Desert Storm-1991. In its first war in Iraq, the United States brilliantly created a coalition to isolate Iraq and drive it out of Kuwait. But its war termination planning was negligible and opportunities to generate a more lasting solution were lost. President Bush thinks he whipped the Vietnam Syndrome, but he was actually a victim of it.

Somalia-1993. A humanitarian intervention originally designed to secure international relief supplies turned into a violent contingency that resulted in a virulent urban fire fight captured in Black Hawk Down. Instead of owning the problem, the Clinton Administration failed to take the risks inherent in Somalia’s makeup seriously, and failed to ensure that the risks were mitigated and that ways and means appropriate to desired ends were being applied.

Kosovo-1999. Working within a consensus-bound NATO coalition, the world’s superpower and allies required 78 days of semi-precise aerial bombing to convince Serbia to withdraw. Sharp debates between planners and leaders in Washington and NATO Headquarters marred a clear strategy. Winning ugly is the best one can call this one.

Afghanistan-2002-present. In Afghanistan, “inconsistencies and a lack of coherence in U.S. Government strategic planning processes and products, as well as fundamental flaws in U.S. Government structures and systems for coordinating and integrating the efforts” of the government’s strategy reflect a serious problem requiring much more than a cosmetic adjustment. Woodward’s description of the President of the United States crafting his own strategy during the Afghanistan strategy review depicts a tortured process within the team around him. Moreover, the leaks that preceded this decision cycle proved fatal to future candid
strategic assessments and resulted in subsequent reviews being so closely held that key military inputs were lacking.\textsuperscript{17}

\textbf{Iraqi Freedom-2003.} The United States invaded Iraq and toppled Saddam Hussein’s regime with great dispatch at little cost. Civilian leaders browbeat military commanders for campaign plans that fit their views of the risks and costs.\textsuperscript{18} However, it could not generate a satisfactory peace for the better part of 5 years at a cost of trillion dollars. As Dr. Steven Metz of the U.S. Army War College has concluded “However laudable the overarching American objectives in Iraq, the United States was strategically and conceptually unprepared to realize them. We used flawed strategic assumptions, did not plan adequately, and had a doctrinal void. American strategy was characterized by a pervasive means/end mismatch.”\textsuperscript{19} The ghosts of Vietnam were also evident in the planning of Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2002-2003. Rose writes “the Iraq War ended up being one of the oldest and most straight forward stories in the book—a classic realist cautionary tale of unchecked power leading to hubris, then folly, then nemesis.”\textsuperscript{20}

The President browbeat his military leaders into generating strategic options for victory, as they had concluded that further increases in force levels and resources were unbalanced and increased risks to the overall strategic posture of the United States. The senior military leadership was out of ideas, and resorted to a handpicked, highly-educated “Council of Colonels” to augment the intellectual heft of the strategy offices of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in order to step


\textsuperscript{19} Steven Metz, \textit{Learning from Counterinsurgency in American Strategy}, Carlisle, PA: Army War College, Strategic Studies Institute, 2007, p. 85

back from its ongoing conduct of the war and refresh its rethinking of the conflict’s fundamentals.\textsuperscript{21}

The President ultimately teamed with “dissidents” within the military in theater, retired general officers, and strategists from conservative think tanks to cobble together the rationale for a surge into Baghdad and the surrounding towns.\textsuperscript{22} It is premature to make an historical assessment at this time about the strategic tradeoffs facing the President and his policy team at the time, and to determine if the long-range interests of the United States were served.\textsuperscript{23} However, both Afghanistan and Iraq reflect a disturbing trend, evident at Panama and Desert Storm, at war termination which is indicative of a problem of both planning and translation in action.\textsuperscript{24}

**Can the Strategy Bridge be Spanned?**

Our discussion begins with an analysis of the utility of Colin Gray’s metaphorical “strategy bridge.”\textsuperscript{25} This metaphor, with acknowledged limitations of any linear or man-made construct, is claimed to serve as a powerful description of the core function of strategy. There is little doubt that strategy connects or bridges the aims of policy with tactical actions. In the absence of such connective logic or tissue, military action is purposeless if not entirely senseless. The metaphor has several levels of relevance. Strategists and strategy connect distinctive entities or subcultures, as well as ideas and phenomena, that otherwise stray off and fall into the swirling


torrents of human passion, friction, and contingency without significant effort. Suspended above that torrent, the strategist’s job is to hold that bridge and give coherence to the application of force and scarce resources.

At the risk of being labeled a pendant, the purported benefits of the bridge metaphor are worth examining briefly. Dr. Gray has admitted that the notion of a bridge is less than ideal in the sense that a steel or stone bridge is passive or static.\(^{26}\) My principal concern is that in American strategic culture too many policy challenges are approached as engineering problems.\(^{27}\) On my side of the Atlantic, problems have solutions. These solutions can be designed like an engineer’s drawings or an architect’s scale models and then purpose built in a straight linear fashion with a master blueprint. Furthermore, the strategic DNA in the United States tends to displace the human dimension of war and masks the biases of the policymaker into a strictly rational and antiseptic decision maker. The mental image of a man-made, steel-girdered span or something akin to Waterloo bridge in London only reinforces a cultural frame of reference that too often equates policy to an actionable plan, and too frequently confuses action and resources expended with progress. The end result is all science and no art, a massive engineering project with arches and trusses with little account of the intangible but tectonic forces at play.

Furthermore, we should acknowledge our Clausewitizian understanding of war and strategy as a reciprocal activity, one in which the adversary is a relevant if not central part of the context.\(^{28}\) Keeping this interactive relationship or duel foremost in our mind is surely germane. A single bridge metaphor is as sterile as the Clausewitzian trinity which invariably tends to force analysis inward to examining rational policy represented by government, with the passion of the people and the acclaimed chance and genius of military action. Our understanding of war and warfare must embrace the competitive and reciprocal essence of the subject. There is a duel
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inherent to its fundamental nature. But the notion of “dueling bridges” does not generate a lot of satisfaction.

We should explore alternative metaphors, by starting with the Toffleresque notion that societies wage war largely framed by the manner in which they generate wealth.29 This Third Wave approach suggests value to a metaphor more oriented towards the Information Age. One could posit a linkage and function connecting the nodes of policymakers with the networks of tactical actors in the Infosphere as a potential metaphorical device. In this non-industrial model, the purpose of strategy is served by the Computer Server which collects, assembles and dispatches discrete packets of information in a logical flow and facilitates the transfer of directive and feedback responses in a continuous way over great distance between those on the network. This model has the advantage of offering both hardware and software to the metaphor to capture both physical and cognitive aspects of the policy-strategy-tactics bridge. It also reflects the dynamical, evolving, non-linear elements of human conduct in an open system.

In the hardware sense, the word server typically designates computer that host software applications that support the work demands of a network environment which can be large mainframes or distributed tactical personal computers. In the context of client-server architecture, a server is a computer program running to serve the requests of other programs, the "clients." Thus, the "server" strategist performs some computational or logic task on behalf of "clients" and well as connecting them with supporting software. In this client–server configuration, information between the entities is shared with each other. Servers often provide essential services across a network inside a large organization.

This metaphor has some value in that it too offers an interactive, connecting metaphor and one that emphasizes both a connecting role and cognitive function of some kind, which represents the function that strategy serves. This computer network model also represents the two-way traffic or discourse like Dr. Gray’s proverbial bridge. However, even worse than the well trod bridge is the notion that the art and mystery of strategy can be resolved by gadgetry or

reduced to the movement of 0’s and 1’s.  

The notion that technology is uniquely American competitive advantage or that complex challenges can be resolved principally by technological advances is a compelling but false narrative in U.S. history. Further depleting the utility of this metaphor is the notion that numerous bytes of data and information equate to wisdom or the contextual knowledge necessary to function effectively as a strategist.

Thus, at the end of the day, Professor Gray’s device has genuine value beyond the other alternative. Its’ overwhelming virtue is based on its simplicity and imagery. A bridge has one function, to connect two banks separated by some distance. A strategy bridge securely connects policy with its instrumental agencies, including military forces. However, rather than a modern bridge with its arches that we may want to consider a floating bridge as the better metaphor, one more appropriate to the tides and furies of friction and contingency. Good strategy certainly allows one to navigate better against the inevitable complexities of execution, but we cannot expect to rise above the torrent. We can proceed with this essay’s principal aim, which is to explore why the U.S. national security community finds the strategic bridge ineluctably shaky if not utterly unspannable.

As noted earlier the strategy bridge connects both organizational entities as much as policy to actions. In theory, one embankment represents the policy community, largely comprised of very senior civilians. Far on the alternate bank are the operational/tactical units that provide the action component of strategy. These two communities come from their different worlds, which are filtered by the orientation, culture, education, professional lexicon of each community. It is these different lens or culture that contribute frequently to dysfunction at the strategic level and make the strategist’s job as complicated as it is. There is great value in understanding the role and evolving character of strategic culture in international relations. 
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There is also value in understanding distinctions between strategic and military cultures, and national cognitive styles and their influence on innovation and adaptation to a changing security environment.\textsuperscript{33} However, polities are not monolithic, they are more often composites of agencies and institutions with their own organizational cultures and value systems.\textsuperscript{34} Strategic and military culture are not synonymous.\textsuperscript{35} A clash of cultures can occur and history suggests that it often does.\textsuperscript{36} This clash can be constructive, representing another potential interaction on the bridge and the value of the bridge metaphor as it connects disparate perspectives and cultures.

**The Clash of Cultures**

However, more often, by acts of omission, within American policy and strategic circles, the clash is muted or incomplete. The military community in the United States has its own unique military culture, a subcomponent of its national strategic culture. I have written on this particular topic elsewhere as have other critics of U.S. military culture as it applies to either strategy or the application of force.\textsuperscript{37} Three principal cultural attributes of the American military characterize its world view and professional frame of reference.
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**Autonomy.** This characteristic builds upon the Huntingtonian notion that the military provides a unique social service and competency. Its expertise, knowledge, sacrifice, and corporateness combine to make it a unique profession with special obligations and status. One of its unique elements is the profession’s mastery of the employment of military force and its desire to retain control or autonomy over its professional sphere. Taken too far, this sense of ownership of a preserve can isolate the military officer corps by focusing inward on the most technical elements of its professional domain, detached from domestic political influence or from an understanding of the social/political/economic context in which military power is being applied.

**Apolitical.** Another aspect of the U.S. military’s DNA is its apolitical character. This too stems from Huntington’s normative code. The U.S. military ethic seeks to serve society and swears allegiance not to its civilian leadership but to the state’s Constitution. The military serves policy, but is not part of the policy making process per se, it advises on critical matters of force development, policy choices, risk assessments, and decisions regarding the use of force. It is to be heard in policy circles, a voice but not a vote. Coupled with Huntington’s professional creed, this produces a mindset that divorces politics from thinking and decisions about war, a profoundly anti-Clausewitzian concept. This apolitical character has been stretched over the years, and when military officers cross the line (MacArthur, Fallon, McChrystal), a public rebuke or forced dismissal can occur.

**Absolutist.** Morris Janowitz once identified two prototypes of American military officer: pragmatists and the absolutists. The former accepted the notion that contingencies and policy may dictate the employment of military force for specific and limited aims and purposes short of decisive victory. The absolutist strain represented by MacArthur during the Korean war objects to constraints, embraces the von Moltkean conception of force as a last resort after other means have failed. MacArthur’s famous construction that “there is no alternative than to apply every available means to bring it to a swift end. War’s very objective is victory not prolonged
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indecision” is very representative of this strain. This same notion animates the Powell Doctrine’s call for overwhelming and decisive force in a short time span, and is derived from his Vietnam-era generation.

There is a tension between these characteristics. As one British professional said of his “Cousins,” those who have accepted that they serve the state have not necessarily bought into the complementary idea that the statesman is the master. Moreover, the intense inward looking focus on the art and science of the profession separates it from the political forces that give it meaning and guide its application in war. Not surprisingly, the end result is a professional orientation that is unconstrained once employed but without the essence of Clausewitz’s most important conception of war as an extension of politics. The result is a profession that is supreme in its technical skills, but strategically autistic.

This has produced not an American way of war, but a Way of Battles that produces disappointment on a regular basis in converting military actions and success into desired strategic effects. The U.S. military’s narrow fixation with the fighting function of warfare substitutes for a deeper and comprehensive grasp of what war is truly all about. Others bemoaned the U.S. military’s fascination with technological panaceas for complex challenges. The larger problem however, despite the U.S. military’s adulation of Clausewitz, is that we too often fail to appreciate his fundamental conclusion that force is applied to serve policy, which
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directly influences either the conduct or ending of a war. General Tommy Frank’s comments to his policy counterpart on the eve of the Iraq invasion—“You pay attention to the day after, I’ll pay attention to the day of” was sadly representative of the American Way of War.

But the American Way of War is not entirely the result of a peculiarly framed military culture. The other side of the bridge is also responsible for the sometimes dysfunctional translation of policy aims into successful strategic behavior. To preserve the symmetry of my assessment, as well as its alliterative nature, I claim three overall attributes from the civilian-dominated policy embankment before our bridge.

The first characteristic of U.S. policy community is what I call it Aim centric nature. By this I mean the narrow focus on establishing policy aims and objectives as the beginning and end of its responsibility. This confuses policy and the mere ends of the End/Ways/Means logic with the end of the policy planning and supervision process. This characteristic often is represented by intense debates in policy making circles about goals and objectives but too little debate about the way in which these ends are to be obtained and the inherent logic behind which the implementing strategy is based. This is a by-product of Vietnam which acculturated subsequent Presidents including both President George W. Bush and George H. W. Bush to eschew any micromanagement of military plans. An antidote to this pernicious line of thinking was introduced by Eliot Cohen in his Supreme Command which argued for an intimate intercourse between policy makers and military planners. A mastery of detail is not required for policy makers to contribute to strategy and to comprehend its fundamental logic and coherence, but a general familiarization with military history and strategic theory is essential.
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The U.S. policy community is also an Assumption Free environment. Too often policy discussions bring a number of personal and institutional biases to the table, in the form of implicit and sometimes explicit assumptions.48 These are too frequently unchallenged even when documented and even more frequently never revisited during a conflict when interaction with a living breathing adversary with a will of its own proves them untenable.49

Finally, because of America’s overwhelming military and materiel resources, the U.S. policymaking circle has had the luxury since the end of the Cold War of thinking that policy was unconstrained in terms of Assets. Without unlimited resources, the need to prioritize the application and sequencing of force has taken the need to consider means out of the crucial E/W/M thread. Back in January 2011, then Chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff Admiral Mike Mullen, USN, told reporters that the doubling of the defense budget since 9/11 had mentally handicapped the military. "We've lost our ability to prioritize, to make hard decisions, to do tough analysis, to make trades," he said.50 What Admiral Mullen was referring to was internal to the Pentagon due to its surfeit of resources over the last decade. The dramatic increase in defense spending since 9/11 made the Defense Department’s internal resource allocation processes complacent. But the ability to prioritize assets and means has been a challenge for a far longer period, and is only now becoming a concern to the American strategy community, forcing it to reduce its overseas commitments and to prioritize its regional posture.

Part of the frustration between civilian and military leaders is their respective orientations and requirements. The military leader and planner seek clarity of purpose, sustained commitment, and consistency of objectives. The political leader hopes to preserve options, minimize risks, avoid commitments with firm obligations, and wants to extend timelines. The
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interaction is a litany of frustration for the participants, and probably will always be so. The military is bound to provide its best advice in council and to selflessly carry out decisions made by elected democratic officials. The challenge is to generate a constructive output of that interaction that maximizes the potential for positive strategic effect.

The essence of strategy requires a lot more than defining policy aims or even clear military objectives. A policy community that focuses entirely on Aims, makes a habit of unchallenged Assumptions, and acts as if Assets were endless, is not contributing its share towards the crucial discourse and occasionally volatile interaction that must occur at the middle of the bridge. The gap in our metaphorical bridge may lie at either end from a flawed policy expecting too much, or in flaws in a military instrument incapable of generating the tactical effects that are desired. The strategist pulls these pieces into a coherent and integrated whole and gives meaning.

The clash of cultures described herein certainly complicate the formulation, execution and adaptation of strategy. The power of the State must be harnessed to a logic that only strategy can provide.

Solutions

There is much discussion these days about fixing America’s strategic thinking deficiencies. Some commentators focus on structural solutions. Contrary to some perspectives, process and structure is important in the development and vetting of both good strategy and
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52 For a minority viewpoint in U.S. military circles see Andrew Milburn, “Breaking Ranks, Dissent and the Military Professional,” Joint Force Quarterly, No. 59, 2010. The author, a serving U.S. Marine officer argued (inaccurately) that professionals had moral obligations to evaluate and dissent/disobey orders that they did not assess as advancing the national or organizational interest. For a superb response by UNC Professor Richard Kohn see http://ricks.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2010/09/29/richard_kohn_fires_a_warning_flare_about_a_joint_force_quarterly_article
policy. The solution set will require three inter-related components, Structure, Process, and Education.

**Structure.** The making of strategy (and implementation, assessment and adaptation) requires structure. Of course, too much structure or too many bureaucratic equities can be fatal. As one seasoned analyst concludes “the U.S. government has become an increasingly ponderous beast, unable to act quickly or even to understand how its various parts fit together to act at all.” The organizational pathologies of the current U.S. system impede if not preclude success. The costs of structural dysfunction will get worse, too, because both problems and opportunities in the global environment are becoming increasingly diverse and multidimensional. Handling a nuclear Iran and fighting terrorists, rescuing Darfur and rebuilding failed states in Yemen, managing the entry of new powers in to the international order and protecting against the meltdown of the international financial system---all of these new challenges demand integrated approaches the current system struggles to deliver, designed as it was for a Cold War world that no longer exists.

Structural solutions abound. There are also numerous recommendations to create planning boards and cells at the National Security Council to rectify acknowledged shortfalls. Our major institutional bodies have evolved over time to deal with the intricacies of planning. As the world has grown more complex, so too have our planning structures. But their complexity has produced more austism than strategic insight or actionable guidance. I will not go so far as Professor Bracken’s deliberately provocative claim that “the higher organization of national security is so dysfunctional that it almost doesn’t matter what strategies we select or how
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individually brilliant our policymakers are.” Even brilliant organizational arrangements cannot compensate for ignorance or malfeasance at the policy table.

But I wholeheartedly agree that organization matters. It is important to recognize that such structures exist to support decision makers, not to develop and rationalize decisions without direction. At best, they should serve as a catalyst for strategic debate by policy makers. American planning offers structure, but they are not a substitute for effective political or military leadership willing and able to grapple at the arch of the bridge to resolve the apparent alchemy of political aims into directed and purposeful effort.

A number of structural changes have been offered. The reestablishment of the National Planning Board, a throwback to the Eisenhower era has been suggested. It would be comprised of statutory members from selected Departments of the Federal Government, and reside within the Executive Office of the President. Recreating this body and establishing its secretariat as a function of the National Security Advisor (NSA) is one way to reintroduce the NSC staff to long-range and conceptual thinking. Instead of a full blown interagency planning process run by the NSC staff, a dedicated NSC Strategic Planning Directorate is another option. This directorate would report to the NSA but could still be comprised of a staff seconded from the various departments, as well as academic or policy experts.

The final option is the least ambitious, the designation of a small handful of NSC staffers as a full time planning cell. Its performance would be reliant upon the NSA’s authority, but limited by its weak connections to the rest of the planning staffs of other national security partners. General Zinni has sketched out an innovative proposal for a National Planning and Monitoring Agency. This model assumes that the current NSC staff is too crisis oriented and perhaps too politically constrained. Rather than build something within the White House, this
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56 Bracken, p. 71.
new entity could be created to monitor events, trends, and to develop and integrate strategic and operational plans that involve more than a single agency or Department. The leadership, appointment status, Congressional oversight obligations, and independence of such a body need to be detailed before we can fully assess it. Yet, it offers an original solution to a long standing problem.

My preferred option is a high-level body of dedicated strategists from the national security cadre akin to the National Intelligence Council. Members of this council would be nominated by the various Cabinet agencies and demonstrate proven policy and strategy development skills. This body would be a full time strategic body, similar to the National Planning Board but not comprised of officials dual hated as part of the existing agencies and Departments. They responsible for developing long-term strategic plans, and in crises would serve as a mechanism for red teaming and vetting proposed interagency strategic plans. This National Planning Council could be composed of external experts, as well as full-time government personnel and would be the NSC’s think tank, able to direct resources independently to study strategic challenges and devise creative solutions. In the main, they should be drawn from a national security service corps of experts with breadth and depth and work for the National Security Advisor.60

Process. The noted U.S. military historian Williamson Murray directed a major study that produced the definitive understanding of how states and bureaucracies go about framing their strategic intentions and applying them in the real world. Instead of a linear process that produces a static document or conception, Dr. Murray found that strategy should be viewed as a process. This process does not merely conclude with a fixed product but reflects “a constant adaptation to shifting conditions and circumstances in a world where chance, uncertainty, and


Our holder of the bridge is thus a process manager not merely a toll collector. This process serves to “weigh imponderables through structured debates and pare away personal, organization and national illusions and conceits.”

The process is also an iterative and continuously renewable process. It is not about writing a single plan—it’s about applying the plan to real circumstances and constantly adapting it to changing conditions and constantly confirming the coherent logic of a strategy in action.

However, decision-making processes at the highest councils of war are largely determined by the personality and information processing styles of major leaders. There are trends within U.S. military planning circles to enhance military decision making by incorporating more holistic, systems theory-based, modes of critical inquiry to improve planning. This movement is generically called the Design movement, although it incorporates various different strains and influences from foreign military thinking including that of Shimon Naveh from Israel. The intent behind this initiative is not pernicious, but the end result can be problematic.

The U.S. military has learned from recent conflicts that a myopic focus on the operational level of war can be limiting. It has extended its operational art with new conceptions of what is called Operational or Campaign Design. Design has traditionally been a part of the art of campaign planning but is now being systematized with modern techniques of critical thinking. On the plus side it begins to craft a serious mode of thinking about identifying the contextual factors and the essence of the problem, as well as the fundamental logic of the way(s) selected for employment in the campaign will resolve the problem and achieve the desired policy aim. The downside is that this cognitive thinking can easily be reduced to a process-centric mode of thinking and that the thinking is occurring too late and on one side of the bridge.
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Much of what the U.S. military is solving with Design and incorporating into its planning processes are either usurping or fulfilling tasks/questions/issues that should be the preserve of that black hole called strategy. Consider this statement by a leading but underappreciated American military theorist:

Design can be thought of as problem setting—locating, identifying and formulating the problem, its underlying causes, structure and operative dynamics—in such a way that an approach to solving the problem emerges. In the words of Nobel laureate Herbert Simon, “solving a problem simply means representing it so as to make the solution transparent.” In contrast, planning can be thought of as problem solving once the problem has been set (by design or default). Where design starts with a “blank sheet of paper,” planning occurs within an established conceptual framework, whether created through design or the result of unquestioned defaults or assumptions. Where planning focuses on generating a plan—a series of executable actions—design focuses on learning about the nature of an unfamiliar problem. Planning thus focuses on the physical, devising actions intended to have a direct effect in the physical world. In comparison, design is more conceptual, even abstract, hypothesizing about underlying causes and dynamics.64

This sounds a lot like strategy where the essence of a problem and a defined policy aim are understood and evaluated in terms of translating intent, end states or aims into action. This is evidence of either the need to replace what strategists are NOT providing or further evidence of what militarized formulation of what strategy should be providing to theater planning. Instead of operational design, the concept of Strategy Design may be a more valuable concept to incorporate the critical thinking and holistic problem solving concepts embedded in design, and a way of closing that black hole where American strategy too frequently falls. But one might not throw the baby out with the bath water since valuable techniques are being developed that might better be taught and applied in a poli-mil environment where national strategy is best developed.

This development has been identified and critically evaluated by a pair of Australian concept and doctrine writers with clear implications.

The U.S. military’s decision to extend the meaning of operational art to encompass campaign planning is a theoretical dead end which perpetuates the failing identified by Echavarria (sic) and others. By conflating two very different ideas, the U.S. (and the Anglophone world in lockstep)
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has reinforced the difficulty of the strategic management of wars and exposed an Achilles (sic) heel. 65

But what Kelly and Brennan overstate is the cause of this development. It was not the American obsession with German methodologies or Russian operational theory that pushed Design to the forefront. It was, as discussed earlier, a reflection of a military culture that after Vietnam sought to distance itself from politically-derived interference and micromanagement from civilian leaders who dabbled in tactics and mastered accountability avoidance. This version of an American Stab in the Back syndrome has been adequately covered in the U.S. military literature and was codified by the Vietnam era generation in Colin Powell’s doctrine of overwhelming/decisive force. In short, the U.S. military did not devour strategy; they ran from it to focus on their own professional sphere and their bridge embankment. This resulted from their apolitical character and was perceptively picked up on by Hew Strachan in his depiction of the American penchant for operating in a “politics free zone.”

While Kelly and Brennan have misidentified the cause of the virus, they are absolutely correct in their prognosis of how it manifests itself by isolating policy and politics from campaign planning. They also hit the target when they conclude that “it seems most likely that at least partially for bureaucratic reasons rather than reasons having to do with how to wage war.” 66

But while the U.S. military ran to their side of the embankment, many in the civilian strategy world ran in the opposite direction, focused on policy and acquisition management. Both sides can take blame, but our Australian commentators fail to recognize the abdication of general strategy at the apex of U.S. military circles. So rather than devouring strategy, both sides have walked away from the dinner table and retreated to their respective domains. The

66 Ibid., p. 63.
development of design now seeks to backfill in the missing components that the military recognizes as absent or seeks to control better than in a dynamic civil-military partnership.\textsuperscript{67}

Kelly and Brennan correctly call for much of what we think of as Campaign Design to be shifted back to the strategy process to better provide all the agencies and instruments of national power some consideration in the promulgation of complete strategic guidance. Rather than throw away its nascent techniques, the application of Design at the strategic level may afford the interagency community a more comprehensive methodology to resolve the complex interactive variables that constitute the art of strategy at the national level. This would include a comprehensive grasp of context, assumptions, constraints, and risks; in addition to a coherently linked end/ways/means chain.

**Education.** Others believe that the gap can be spanned by educating strategists at America’s premier institutions of higher learning including at U.S. war colleges. Advocates of rigorous, historically-grounded education based their arguments on how history contributes to understanding the future and contributing to the present. Given the dynamics of today’s purportedly complex strategic environment, it not surprising that education is seen as critical. In the words of Professor Williamson Murray at the U.S. Naval War College

The world of the twenty-first century is—a world that will look more like the pre-Westphalian world—will demand a senior leadership for American’s military that is far better educated. Senior American military leaders must possess the ability to understand and deal with the “other.” There is an enormous intellectual and conceptual gap between the views of most American elite on issues of war and peace. Only senior officers who are deeply educated in the issues surrounding the use of military force can bridge this gap.\textsuperscript{68}

The U.S. professional military education (PME) system is rigorously defined and accredited by external civilian educational associations and by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.\textsuperscript{69} The

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{68} See Williamson Murray, “Professionalism and Professional Military Education in the Twenty-first Century,” in Nielsen and Snider, eds., *American Civil Military Relations*. The quote is at pp. 147–148.
\item \textsuperscript{69} Not without some comments, see Joan Johnson-Freese, “The Reform of Military Education, Twenty-five Years Later,” *Orbis*, Winter 2012, pp. 135–153.
\end{itemize}
civilian leadership and policy community are, by and large, the product of the finest schools in the United States, which include many excellent programs in international relations, political science and security studies at leading universities with close links to current and past government officials. Undoubtedly, the leading PME institutions provide the best platform for introducing their students to the fundamentals of strategy in their 10-month curricula. But for many officers, this will be the beginning and perhaps the end of their formal academic study of strategy. At best, these great strategy courses do more than just expose students to the complexities of designing, implementing and adapting strategies. 70

Many students at these institutions will not be assigned to positions where their strategist mettle will be tested. Many individuals do not have the cognitive skills for strategy if they have the potential for flag or general officer rank. In a 1973 book on grand strategy, the American defense scholar John Collins concluded that while “strategy is a game that anyone can play, it is not a game that just anyone can play well. Only the most gifted participants have much chance to win a prize….” The schoolhouse can expose the complexities of historical example and introduce students to process but it cannot train strategists. As Professor Gray notes, “the best we can do is to try to identify those individuals who have this talent and then make sure that they are put in positions in which they can use it to good effect.”

The security studies programs do as well as their military counterparts in introducing students to strategic history and the messy but never mundane aspects of making strategy. Obviously, education by rigorous study and observation and coaching is not the same as experience. But education must be our starting point. As Dr. Colin Gray, the Anglo-American strategist advises

At its highest level, the strategist has to attempt to orchestrate military and other behavior for desired political consequences. This is an inherently enormous challenge in currency conversion from military coin to political coin. Some education in strategic history cannot train a person regarding best practice for his historically unique strategic problems. But

70 See the description of the strategy course at the National War College in Cynthia Watson, “A Vision of Developing the National Security Strategist From the National War College,” in Gabriel Marcella, ed., Teaching Strategy: Challenge and Response, Carlisle, PA: Strategic Studies Institute, March 2010.
that education assuredly can educate today’s strategist as to the kinds of behaviors that succeeded and failed in particular categories of a given situation. 71

Consideration to a broader and more sustained educational program to support U.S. national security executive programs built upon the existing foundation at schools like the National Defense University (NDU) should be considered essential. 72 As Dr. Patrick Cronin, former Director of the Institute for National Security Studies at NDU in Washington, DC, argues for more rigorous admission and graduation standards, and also seconds the notion that a second year program or greater use of civilian educational venues may better serve the U.S. strategy community. 73 He argues about the need to produce “a deeper bench of strategist, a cadre of broad, creative, flexible strategic thinkers who have knowledge of all instruments of comprehensive national power, have a clear grasp of international relations and global trends, and understand that no strategy is worthwhile without an ability and plan to implement it.” 74

But if strategy is an art form requiring deep study coupled with experiential activity inside Washington or at a theater-level headquarters, a more formal and extended program for national security officials to routinely acquire, sustain and exercise strategic thinking may be a fruitful avenue worthy of consideration. But the rigorous study and practice of strategy development and reassessment will never come entirely from the classroom or book study.

Undoubtedly, rigorous mental preparation is needed. Surely, a broad education in both the liberal arts and strategic history is required commendable. So too is a sense of humility about the role of tragedy and contingency in human affairs. If possible, we might want to add a historically-grounded understanding about strategy, as well as a deep understanding about war and warfare, and the enduring continuities of war. A part of that education and a way to enhance civil-military interaction would be shared wargaming and pre-crisis seminars on critical topics prior to the eruption of a security crisis. There is a great value to crisis simulations as a means of

72 As suggested in the conclusions and recommendations of the Project for National Security Reform’s impressive final report, Forging a New Shield, pp. 500–513.
74 Ibid., p. 61.
testing plans, coming to a greater fidelity on options, and sharing creative thinking. Such a “strategic immersion” would pay dividends in future challenges and sustained strategic thought. In particular, it would be a useful laboratory for continuous development, refinement, and dissemination in strategic practice. This is something that the entire U.S. national security enterprise could benefit from. NDU in Washington DC, has a world-class strategic leadership and crisis simulation center capable of supporting national leaders in this strategy immersion initiative.

Conclusion

For America to retain its place on the world’s stage, it will have to change its strategic mindset and machinery. Strategic thinking cannot stay in the dark, the strategic flame must be relit. Policymakers must get off their embankment and meet at the middle to join with their strategists to “weigh imponderables through structured debates that pare away personal, organizational, and national illusions and conceits.” They must squarely face the parochial interests of bureaucracy, define assumptions, accurately discern strategic options, and make choices about ways and means. They must be prepared for shocks and to peel back the “known unknowns” to better anticipate the future.

At the end of the day, strategy is the critical bridge between the often ephemeral aims of policy and the gritty reality of military action. That translation of objectives-to-action requires a guiding logic that only strategy can provide. Without a strategy worthy of the name, the cash transaction of battle has little purpose and an even lower chance of effectively translating that effort into desirable ends at an exchange rate that is acceptable. This is the singular duty of the strategist on the bridge. As a strategic theorist historian of some renown has commented, “It is

---

76 Cronin, p. 62.
the duty of the strategist to try to match purposeful military effort and its consequences with the country’s political interests expressed as policy. This can be a mission of heroic difficulty, even to the point of impossibility.”

Strategy may be difficult, but not impossible. Structure, process and especially education are contributory components to resolving the defects in how U.S. policymakers think about war and apply American military power. Strategy, both the process and the product, are essential to spanning the black hole from policy aims to achieved strategic effect. Strategy must be more than mere fluff, it cannot be founded upon an inadequate diagnosis or a mere list of goals. The bridge must be the conduit for the two-way traffic that animates action and provides a continual feedback between ends, ways and mean. It is not an illusion or an exercise in futility, it is essential for rationalizing the purpose, costs and means of war.

Strategy remains the mechanism by which political goals are tightly bound to diplomatic action and military efforts. For “without strategy, there is no rationale for how force will achieve purposes worth the price in blood and treasure.” Yet, strategy is frequently ignored. Too often there is a gap in the bridge, which has been covered by greater effort and resources. But in a world in which relative power levels are narrowing, America’s historical bifurcation between policy and operations must be closed. Given that our security communities expect undaunted sacrifices from those toiling at the tactical level, much more can and should be expected at the summit.

